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Bose-Einstein Condensation in Trapped Atomic Gases

Yu. Kagan,1,2 G. V. Shlyapnikov,1,2 and J. T. M. Walraven1
1Van der Waals-Zeeman Institute, University of Amsterdam, Valckenierstraat 65-67, 1018 XE Amsterdam, The Net

2Russian Research Center, Kurchatov Institute, Kurchatov Square, 123182 Moscow, Russia
(Received 29 June 1995)

We discuss Bose-Einstein condensation in a trapped atomic gas and analyze how the sign of the
scattering lengtha and the ratioh of the interaction between particles to the level spacing in the trap
influence the behavior of the condensate wave functionc0. We find that fora , 0 and h ø 1 it
is possible to form a metastable Bose condensate, with a long characteristic lifetime with respect to
contraction and transitions of particles to excited trap states. Forh ¿ 1 a negative scattering length
prevents the formation of the condensate. Ifa . 0, then an increase of density is accompanied by the
evolution ofc0 to a comparatively wide quasihomogeneous distribution.

PACS numbers: 34.20.Cf, 03.75.Fi
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One of the main goals in the study of low-temperat
atomic gases is to observe Bose-Einstein condensa
(BEC) and related macroscopic quantum phenome
Magnetostatic trapping is a powerful method of achiev
BEC, since it provides surface-free confinement a
allows efficient evaporative and optical cooling [1–4].
growing interest in trapped gases is stimulated by rec
success in achieving BEC in experiments with trapp
rubidium [3], lithium [4] and sodium [5], where densitie
n , 1012 1014 cm23 and temperaturesT1 mK have been
reached.

The character of BEC in trapped atomic gases
influenced by the presence of discrete trap levels.
noninteracting particles, Bose condensation occurs in
ground state of the trapping potential. In a wea
interacting trapped gas (n0jaj3 ø 1, with n0 being the
condensate density anda the scattering length) unde
the condition jaj ø l0, where l0 is the amplitude of
zero point oscillations in the trap, the interaction betwe
particles introduces a new dimensionless parameter

h  n0jŨjy´0 (1)

(Ũ  4p"2aym and m is the atom mass), which is th
ratio of the mean interaction energy per particle to
characteristic level spacinǵ0 ø "2yml2

0 . With the one-
particle wave function localized in a spatial region of s
l0 one hasn0 ø N0ys4py3dl3

0 , whereN0 is the number of
particles in the condensate. We assume

N0 ¿ 1 , (2)

which, due to the conditionjaj ø l0, is compatible with
the inequalityn0jaj3 ø 1.

A question of principal importance concerns the sta
ity of the condensate with respect to elastic interact
between particles. A repulsive interactionsa . 0d makes
the condensate stable, as in this case the transfer of a
ticle from the condensate to any other state should lea
increasing energy of the system. The shape of the con
sate wave functionc0srd in the trapping field significantly
changes with an increasing number of condensate
ticles,N0. For sufficiently smallN0 (but N0 ¿ 1) the pa-
70 0031-9007y96y76(15)y2670(4)$10.00
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rameterh ø 1, and the shape ofc0srd is close to that of
one-particle wave function in the ground state of the tra
ping potential, i.e., BEC can be regarded as macrosco
occupation of this state. By increasingN0 we arrive at the
opposite limiting caseh ¿ 1, which can be called quasi
homogeneous. In this case the size of the BEC spa
region, l ¿ l0, and the structure of trap levels becom
unimportant as the levels will be smeared out by the int
action between particles.

For attractive interaction between particlessa , 0d the
picture drastically changes. A Bose condensate w
h . 1, for which the discrete structure of trap leve
is not important, cannot be formed at all, since in th
case the accumulation of particles in one quantum s
would be associated with an increase of energy (
below). Moreover, even prepared artificially, such
Bose-condensed state will be absolutely unstable.
the other hand, the caseh ø 1 is characterized by the
presence of an energy gap´0 for one-particle excitations
As shown below, in this case it is possible to form
metastable Bose-condensed state. This state is sepa
by a large energy barrier from lower states, which ensu
a long characteristic lifetime of the metastable condens

We consider a Bose gas with a fixed number
particlesN in a potential wellV srd. Under the conditions
jaj ø l0 and n0jaj3 ø 1, one can use the potential o
pair interaction in the formUsrd  Ũdsrd. Then the
Schrödinger equation for the Heisenberg field operato
atoms,ĉsr, td, reads

i"s≠ĉy≠td  2s"2y2mdDĉ 1 V srdĉ 1 Ũĉyĉĉ ,

(3)
where the last term in the right-hand side of Eq. (
corresponds to the interaction of atoms with each oth
The field operatorĉ can be represented as a sum
the above-condensate partĉ 0 and the condensate wav
function which is ac-number (see, e.g., [6]):

ĉ  c0 1 ĉ 0. (4)

Averaging both sides in Eq. (3) and recalling that
thermal equilibriumc0 , exps2imtd, where m is the
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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chemical potential [6], we obtain

2s"2y2mdDc0 1 V srdc0 1 Ũc3
0 2 m̃c0  0 . (5)

Herem̃  m 2 2n0Ũ, andn0srd  kĉ 0yĉ 0l is the density
of above-condensate particles in the spatial BEC reg
At a . 0 andT ¿ nŨ the densityn0 is coordinate inde-
pendent and equals the critical BEC densitync  2.6L

23
T

[7–10], whereLT  s2p"2ymT d1y2 is the thermal de
Broglie wavelength of the atom. ForT & nŨ we have
n0 ø n0, and m̃ ø m. In Eq. (5), due to the condition
njaj3 ø 1, we neglected the anomalous averagekĉ 0ĉ 0l.
This equation should be solved using the normalizat
condition Z

c2
0 sm, rdd3r  N0 , (6)

which gives a relation betweenm andN0.
The possibility to turn to representation (4) and intr

duce c0 as an average of the field operatorĉ assumes
that c0 is a quantity averaged over a volume containi
a large number of particles. At the same time, the lin
size of this volume should be small compared to a ch
acteristic distance at whichc0 changes due to the fiel
inhomogeneity. Therefore, Eq. (5) can be used for fi
ing a unified condensate wave function only if inequal
(2) is satisfied.

For a . 0 we numerically solved Eq. (5), with th
normalization condition (6), in a harmonic potential

V srd  mv2r2y2 , (7)

wherev is the trap frequency. The results forc0srd at
various values of the parameterh are presented in Fig. 1
These results show how the structure of the conden
wave function changes under variations ofN0 or h.

FIG. 1. Condensate wave functionc0srd for potential (7).
The parameterh  n0 maxŨy"v, with n0 max  c

2
0 s0d being

the maximum condensate density. Solid curves repre
numerical solutions of Eq. (5) forh10sm̃ ø 10"vd, h 
2sm̃ ø 2.5"vd, andh  0.5sm̃ ø 1.7"vd. The dashed curve
corresponds to approximate solution (11) forh  10, and the
dotted curve to approximate solution (8).
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For h ø 1 the nonlinear term in Eq. (5) is of mino
importance, and the solution is close to

c0  sN0yp3y2l3
0 d1y2 exps2r2y2l2

0d . (8)

The size of the condensatel is close to the amplitude o
zero point oscillations in the trap,l0  s"ymvd1y2, and
the condensate densityn0 ~ N0. The parameterh takes
the form h ø s3ayl0dN0, and the inequalityh ø 1 can
be rewritten as

1 ø N0 ø l0ya . (9)

In fact, under this condition one can consider BEC
macroscopic occupation of the ground state in the tr
ping field.

In the limiting caseh ¿ 1, where the correlation
length

lc  "ys2mn0Ũd1y2 ø l0ys2hd1y2 ø l0 , (10)

the kinetic energy term in Eq. (5) is unimportant, as w
as the discrete structure of trap levels. The solution
close to a well-known result [7,8] following directly from
Eq. (5). WithV srd given by Eq. (7), we have

c0 ø hfm̃ 2 V srdgyŨj1y2  n
1y2
0 maxs1 2 r2y2l2

0hd1y2.

(11)
We call this case quasihomogeneous, sincec0 is a
smooth function ofr , and, due to inequality (10), spati
correlation properties are governed by the local va
of lc. The quantitym̃  n0 maxŨ ¿ "v and the size
of the BEC spatial region,l ø l0s2hd1y2 ¿ l0. The
parameterh  n0 maxŨy"v, which can be rewritten a
h ø s3al2

0yl3dN0, takes the values3aN0yl0d2y5 and the
maximum condensate densityn0 max ~ N

2y5
0 .

We now turn to the BEC in an inhomogeneous fie
at a , 0 and discuss the possibility of the formation
a long-lived metastable gaseous phase. In this case
N ¿ 1 and sufficiently low temperature, the thermod
namic equilibrium corresponds to a condensed phas
a two-phase system. Usually, the condensed phase
mation is a first-order phase transition. The kinetics
this transition is determined by the formation of co
densation nuclei with a large number of particles. In
low-density gas the probability of such a nucleation
extremely small. Even the formation of dimers, whi
can stimulate the nucleation, requires three-body co
sions and will be suppressed at sufficiently low dens
The physical picture is dominated by elastic pair co
sions. Fora , 0 these collisions prevent the formatio
of a Bose condensate with densitiesn0jŨj ¿ "v, since
in this (quasihomogeneous) case the structure of trap
els is essentially smeared out by interatomic interact
and there is no gap for the excitation of particles from
condensate. Ifa , 0, the excitation is energetically fa
vorable because the interaction energy per particle in
condensate isn0Ũ, whereas the interaction of the abov
condensate particle with the condensate equals2n0Ũ.
2671
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In the opposite limiting case,h ø 1, the pair colli-
sions, as themselves, do not destroy the quasiequilibri
state formed byN0 atoms accumulated in the ground sta
of the trapping potential. From Eq. (5) one can find th
wave functionc0 for this state, which is again close to
Eq. (8). One can also construct a many-particle wa
function which, to first approximation, is a product of one
particle wave functionsf0. Each of these functions is the
wave function of an atom in the self-consistent field cr
ated by the trapping potential and other particles.

It is important that, even in the absence of inelas
processes, the considered state is quasistationary.
attraction between particles enables the existence o
much more dense state ofN0 atoms, with the same tota
energyE ø 0 sE ø 3

2 N0"v 2
1
2 n0N0jŨjd. For particles

localized in a spatial region of sizeL0, we have

E ø "2N0y2mL2
0 2 N2

0 jŨjys8py3dL3
0 . (12)

This energy is equal to zero atL0  Lp, where

Lp ø 3jajN0 ø l0h ø l0 , (13)

and, hence, the dense state is strongly compressed c
pared to the initial sate of the trapping potential.

There is a large energy barrier between these t
states. From Eq. (12) it follows that, with diminishing
L0, the energy increases and reaches a maximum atL0 ø
s9y2djajN0. Denoting the one-particle wave function o
the dense state asfpsrd, for the overlap integral between
the wave functions of the two states, we obtain

I 

√Z
d3rf0srdfpsrd

!N0

ø
Ω
2

3
2

N0 ln
l0

Lp

æ
. (14)

For sufficiently largeN0 the factor in the exponent of
Eq. (14) is huge. Since in any case the system will live
finite time, one can claim that the considered dense st
will not be formed.

However, there can be other states coinciding in ene
with the initial state. These are states containing den
clusters ofN1 particles, with

1 ø N1 ø N0 . (15)

With N0 replaced byN1 in Eq. (12), one finds the sizeL1
or the density at whichE ø 0:

L1 ø 3jajN1 . (16)

The many-particle wave function will have an admixtur
of states withN1 particles localized in a region of the siz
L1. The amplitude of the admixture is [cf. Eq. (14)]

CN1 , exph2s3y2dN1 lnsl0yL1dj . (17)

The local density in these clusters,n1 ø N1ys4py3dL3
1,

satisfies the condition

n1jŨj ¿ "v , (18)

and elastic pair collisions can transfer particles to excit
trap states, with a simultaneous contraction of the rest
the cluster. In a collisional event leading to the excitatio
of two particles, the size of the cluster containing th
2672
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remainingN1 2 2 particles reduces to [cf. Eq. (16)]

L̃1 ø 3jajsN1 2 2d , (19)

and the cluster energy decreases by an amountn1jŨj.
Formation of clusters with smaller̃L1 and lower energy

is not important as the one-particle wave function
such a cluster should oscillate at distances&L̃1, which
strongly reduces the transition matrix element. The sa
remark can be made with respect to the quantityL1

(16). From the very beginning we could consider clust
with smaller L1 and lower total energy, which woul
correspond to much smaller amplitude of the admixt
in the many-particle wave function than that determin
by Eq. (17).

For the system as a whole, the contribution ofN1-
particle clusters to the probability of the transition fro
the initial state to the states corresponding to the excita
of two particles, with the simultaneous decrease of ene
of the rest of the atoms, is given by

WN1 ø QN1

N2
1

2
2p

"
jŨj2

Z
d´ gs´d ds2´ 2 n1jŨjd

3

É Z
f2

1srdf2
´srdd3r

É2
3

É Z
fsrdf̃1srdd3r

É2sN122d

, (20)

wheref1srd andf̃1srd are the one-particle wave function
in the initial and contracted clusters, respectively. Ow
to Eq. (18), we replaced the summation over the fi
statesf´srd of the excited particles by the integratio
with gs´d being the density of states at energy´. The
first overlap integral in Eq. (20) comes from the transiti
matrix element of two particles to the excited statef´. For
this integral, we haveÉ Z

f2
1 srdf2

´srdd3r

É2
ø 1yV2

´, V´  4pl3
´y3 , (21)

where l´ ¿ L1 is a linear size of the spatial region i
which the exited particles are localized. The transitio
to states with energieś1 fi ´2, being included, do no
appreciably change the estimate forWN1 because in this
case the transition matrix element strongly decreases
to oscillations of the integrand in the overlap integral. T
last factor in Eq. (20) is the overlap integral between
states ofN1 2 2 particles before and after the contractio
Using Eqs. (16) and (19), we obtainZ

f1srdf̃1srdd3r ø sL̃1yL1d3y2  s1 2 2yN1d3y2, (22)

and forN1 ¿ 1 the last factor in Eq. (20) reduces toe26.
The factorQN1 in Eq. (20) accounts for the number o
combinations to selectN1 from N0 particles. One should
also include the number of possible locations of the de
cluster in the spatial region of the initial statesl0yL1d3.
Together with the square of the amplitude (17), we obt

QN1 ø sl0yL1d3PN1 , (23)
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wherePN1 is equivalent to the Poisson distribution:

PN1 ø
1

p
2pN1

exp

Ω
2N1 ln

∑µ
l0

L1

∂3µ N1

eN0

∂∏æ
. (24)

For the density of states in a harmonic potential (7)
´ ¿ "v, one hasgs´d  ´2y2s"vd3. Then, integrating
overd´ in Eq. (20), withl´ ø s2´ymv2d1y2 we find

WN1 ø PN1 s2ed26N1jŨjy"l3
0 . (25)

Equation (25) is valid forN1 ¿ 1. But even for rather
moderate values ofN1 the factor PN1 predetermines a
very long kinetic time: The argument of the logarithm
Eq. (24),sl0yL1d3sN1yeN0d ø sN0yN1d2yh3, is very large
sh ø 1d. The sum of Eq. (25) overN1 is practically
determined by the terms with minimum possible value
N1, and this does not change the above statement.

Thus forh ø 1 the initial state is practically stable a
a , 0 with respect to collapse and “evaporation” induc
by elastic interaction between particles. This statem
is also valid at finite temperatures, since forh ø 1
characteristic excitation energieśare much larger than
the gas temperature even atT close to the BEC transition
point, and, hence,WN1 (25) is temperature independen
The excitation of condensate particles induced by th
interaction with above condensate ones can also
neglected as the thermal size of the sample gre
exceedsL1.

Let us consider how quantum fluctuations leading
the virtual formation of dense clusters in the conside
initial state of a trapped gas influence the rates
intrinsic inelastic processes. For the process of three-b
recombination the virtual formation of clusters containi
N1 atoms gives the recombination rate

R
s3d
N1

ø QN1 san2
1N1d . (26)

The term in parenthesis represents the number of rec
bination events per unit time forN1 atoms localized in a
spatial region of linear sizeL1 (16), a being the recombi-
nation rate constant. Again, the smaller isN1, the larger is
the rate. Putting formallyN1  3 and using Eqs. (23) and
(24), we obtainR

s3d
N1

ø aN3
0 yV

2
0 , whereV0  s4py3dl3

0 .
Hence we arrived at the recombination rate which, in
pendent of the sign ofa, is characteristic forN0 particles
localized in the ground state of the potential well. Sim
lar considerations apply to the two-body relaxation rate
the rate of the formation of aN-particle bound state: The
maximum rate coincides with that in the absence of v
tual formation of clusters.

So we come to the conclusion that the quant
fluctuations characteristic for the casea , 0 at h ø 1
do not influence the rate of intrinsic inelastic process
Together with the result of the previous section, t
ensures the existence of a long-lived metastable Bo
condensed state in trapped gases with negative scatt
length, provided the parameterh ø 1.

We can now sketch the scenario of BEC in a trapp
gas with a , 0. Once the temperature gets lower th
t
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the BEC transition point, the particles start to accumul
in the ground state of the trap. For the maximum num
of particlesN0 still satisfying the conditionh ø 1, the
rate of inelastic processes will be sufficiently low to allo
a metastable Bose condensate. IfN0 takes the value
corresponding to the conditionn0jŨj ¿ "v, then the
major part of particles will be in the excited states. On
a small fraction will remain in the Bose-condense sta
the parameterh for this particular fraction being smalle
than unity.
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Russian Foundation for Basic Studies.

Note added.—After this paper was finished, we go
Ref. [11], where, on the basis of time-dependent non
ear Schrödinger equation for the condensate wave fu
tion, the authors found a ground-state solution ata , 0
and made a conclusion on its stability. The physical p
ture presented in our paper is completely different. O
analysis shows that fora , 0, due to quantum fluctua
tions leading to the virtual formation of dense cluste
there is a large set of states with the same energy
fixed N0. These fluctuations, with subsequent transitio
of condensate particles to excited trap states, open the
cay channels of the condensate. For sufficiently smalh,
the characteristic decay time is found to be rather lar
and it is this result that predetermines the existence o
metastable Bose-condensed state.
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